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WEEK: 4 

 

CONSEQUENCES OF DRUG ABUSE 

Drug abuse is not good. It has dangerous consequences both for the individual, 

community, nation, family and international community. 

1. Individual: Drug abuse affects individual victims in different ways. There are 

many young men who are mental as a result of drug abuse. Mental problems in 

individual often lead to death. It equally causes physical damage. It can lead to 

damage of kidney. It can also affect the heart, lungs, liver and other organs of the 

body. It can make one to commit crimes like rape and others. 

2. Community: Drug abuse contributes to criminal activities. It has been 

established that armed robbers and other miscreants “Area boys” who terrorize 

communities often do so under the influence of drugs such as Marijuana, Cocaine. 

It makes youths to be deviant. Drug abuse often leads to death of youths and this 

is a loss to any community. 

3. On the family: Drug abuse can make people quarrel always. It leads to family 

distress. Some people sell their property to buy drugs such as cocaine. It leads to 

broken homes. It contributes to separation and divorce in marriage. Husbands 

who are addicted cannot keep their homes. 

4. Nation: The effects of drug abuse on the youth equally affect the nation. 

a) It reduces the mental capacity of the addicts and they cannot contribute to 

the development of the nation. 

b) It also affects the revenue of the nation. 

c) Government spends much money to rehabilitate drug addicts. This money 

would have been used to provide other social services. 

d) Citizen of nations known for drug abuse are not respected by other nation. 

It stagnates economic development. 

5. International Community: Drug abuse has a lot of diplomatic implications when 

a Nigerian Citizen living in another country misbehaves as a result of drug abuse, 

the government of the country would draw the attention of Nigerian high 

commission or embarrass to this wrong doing. The person may even be deported 

to Nigeria. This wrong doing would bring embarrassment to Nigeria. 

International community shun countries known for drug addiction are always 

subjected to embarrassment in international airports. 
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WEEK 5 

Ways of Reducing Drug Abuse 

1. Choosing good friends: Drug abuse is common among youths. Youths should 

choose among their friends wisely. Bad friends lure good people into crimes and 

drug abuse. Avoid associating with drug addictions. 

2. Role of parents: Parents should monitor the type of friends their children keep. 

They should know the background of the friends their children keep. This would 

enable them to advise their children wisely. 

3. Forming drug free clubs: Drug free clubs are important in the fight against drug 

abuse. These should be formed in schools, churches, mosques, and communities 

with the aim of educating youths on the dangers of drug abuse. Experts should be 

invited to these clubs to give lectures on drug abuse. 

4. Parents, teachers and other members of the society should be enlightened on the 

dangers of drug abuse to enable them avoid it and start early to educate and 

discourage children from getting involved in it as they grow. 

5. Mass Media: Radio, television and other means of mass enlightenment could be 

used to discourage drug abuse. Television houses should be showing pictures of 

drug addicts and their pitiable condition. Newspapers should be reporting on the 

danger of drug abuse to create awareness among the people. 

 

WEEK: 6 

MORE WAYS OF REDUCING DRUG ABUSE 

a) Constructive use of time: Youths should be engaged in constructive activities 

such as sports and religious activities. This would help to divert their attention 

from negative behaviours such as drug abuse. 

b) Education: Education is important in the effort against drug abuse. Government 

at both federal, state and levels should make necessary efforts to educate citizens 

on the danger of drug abuse. They should be educated on the implication of drug 

abuse. 

c) Control of illegal importation of hard drugs: Government should make efforts 

at checking the illegal importation of hard drugs. Hard drugs such as cocaine, 

heroine and others should not be allowed to be imported into the country 

indiscriminately because of their bad effects on the citizens. 

Government agencies such as Nigeria custom service, National Drugs Law 

Enforcement Agency should be stationed at the national seaports and air ports to 

monitor the inflow of these drugs into the country. 

d) Guidance and Counseling: It is important that children should be exposed on 

time to know the danger of drug abuse. Guidance and counseling units should be 

established in secondary and territory institution to teach students about drug 

abuse 
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e) Communication skills:  communication is the activities or process of expressing 

ideals and feelings or of giving people information. Youth should be able to 

develop communication skills. They should be good communicators so that they 

can easily tell their parents, teachers or chosen confidants whenever they have 

drug related problems. They should tell their parents whenever people are hiring 

them into drug abuse. 

f) Decision making skills: Decision is a choice or judgment one make after 

thinking and talking about what is the best thing to do. Youths should have 

decision skill to enable them think constructively and independently about drug. 

They should have good information on drugs. This would equip them with the 

knowledge of drugs their abuse. 

 

WEEK: 8 

MEANING OF DRUG TRAFFICKING: drug trafficking is one of the social 

problems in Nigeria. It is also a word wide social problem. This means that it is also a 

social problem being experienced in all the continents of the world. 

What is drug trafficking: Drug trafficking simply means an illegal transportation of hard 

drugs from one place to another where they are sold. The method of transporting and 

selling of these hard drugs is secret.  

These hard drugs are concealed and even some people swallow them and leave them in 

their stomach to avoid being detected. Hard drugs such as cocaine, heroine can be 

transported from Nigeria to Britain, U.S.A, Germany and other counties. 

The business of drug trafficking is lucrative. This means that it fetches huge amount of 

money to traffickers. It is a risky business because whoever is caught in the business 

faces serious punishment. Those caught are persecuted in courts of law and jailed for 

almost ten (10) years or even executed. In Nigeria, during the military regime of General 

Buhari, some drug traffickers were executed by firing squad. People who carry hard 

drugs from one place to another are called couriers while their sponsors or god fathers 

are called drug barons.  

The drug barons engage couriers to carry hard drugs for them and pay them some 

amount of money.  
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WEEK: 9 

REASON FOR DRUG TRAFFICKING 

  

People have given different reasons why drug trafficking is still in practice. 

Among these reasons are: 

1. Poverty: Poverty is a state of being poor. When somebody is poor, it means that 

the person is unable to provide basic needs of life such as food, clothing, housing, 

etc. He would suffer from hunger and other deprivations. The rate of poverty in 

Nigeria is high. People are poor and thus many people are struggling to deliver 

themselves from poverty. 

Drug barons easily recruit people who are in need of money. These poor people 

want to change their status. They want to be able to provide basic needs of life. 

This is why they easily agree to traffic in drugs. 

2. Unemployment: Unemployment is the state of being unemployed. When a 

person is unemployed, he or she cannot earn income. This means that the person 

would have no money to take care of himself or herself. Many Nigerians are 

unemployed. This is because our economy is bad. Drug barons recruit 

unemployed people to help them traffic in hard drugs. They offer them stipends 

and they would agree because they are unemployed. 

3. Ignorance: Many people engage in the illegal and risky business due to 

ignorance. Some people accept parcels from friends to be delivered abroad 

without knowing the contents. 

4. Peer Groups: Peer groups play a lot of role in influencing people. People who 

interact with bad friends can easily be influenced to join in drug trafficking. 

Friends can convince one to participate in the illegal business of drug trafficking. 

5. Greed: Greed is an excessive desire for something, either food or wealth for 

oneself without consideration for the needs of other people. Some people are 

greed and they have excessive desire to be rich without working hard for the 

money. They want cheap success and this caliber of people is tempted to go into 

drug trafficking. They want to build big mansions and buy expensive cars. These 

desires would make them not to consider the implications of going into this risky 

business. They are often caught by the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency 

(NDLEA) 
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WEEK: 10 

DANGERS OF DRUG TRAFFICKING 

 

Drug trafficking is a social problem. It has a lot of bad effects. Among the dangers of 

drug trafficking are: 

1. Disgrace to the family: It is the responsibility of every members of a family to 

protect the image of the family. When a member of a family is caught in the illegal 

business of drug trafficking, the family would be disgraced. It tarnishes the image 

of the family. The community would have no respect for the family any more. 

This is why it is important for parents to teach their children the implication of 

drug trafficking. Children should be taught to avoid drug trafficking. 

2. Bad image for the country: When drug traffickers are caught in countries other 

than their own, it normally brings bad image to their countries of origin. Citizens 

of countries noted for drug trafficking are not treated with respect by other 

countries. Citizens from countries notorious for drug trafficking are closely 

searched in international airports. They are often treated without respect at the 

often treated without respect at the airports. Thus, it is not good to traffic on drugs 

to avoid embarrassing your country. 

3. It affects National Security: Drug trafficking affects national security in many 

ways. It encourages criminal activities like kidnapping, murder, fights among 

drug traffickers. All these cause instability in the country. 

4. Imprisonment: Drug trafficking regarded as a serious offence by different 

countries. The offence of drug trafficking attracts punishment such as 

imprisonment. In Nigeria, the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency 

(NDLEA) often prosecutes offenders and when convicted, they are jailed for 2 

years or even more. Their property are confiscated and forfeited to the 

government. 

5. Death Penalty: Some countries prescribe stiffer penalties such as death penalty. 

Drug traffickers, when convicted in some countries are executed by hanging. In 

Nigeria, during the military regime of General Mohammed Buhari, some drug 

traffickers were executed. Countries like Indonesia, Malaysia, still execute 

convicted drug traffickers. 

6. Negative Impact on the Economy: It affects national economy in many ways 

(i) Traffickers engage in money laundry. They use money they make in the illicit 

trade to buy cheap goods abroad and import them into the country. These goods 

are cheap and local produce goods cannot compete with them and this helps to 

economy. (II) Traffickers cannot engage in good productive activities because 

they make cheap money from drug trafficking. 
 
 

 
 

 


